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Introduction

TADIO with support from IDEM institute conducted a 2 days 
training on Verification of information during the COVID-19 

pandemic in Tanzania. 

The main objective of the training is to enhance the access 
and knowledge about the COVID-19 pandemic and its 
consequences on the rural population in Tanzania. The 

training was conducted on August 5th and 6th, 2021

This Journal tells a story in photos!

All photos by Ayubu Lulesu/TADIO
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As the training kicks off, the trainer Mr. Prosper Kwigize introduced the project scope and objectives. 
The activity went along with collecting the feedback and expectations from the trainees. Later, Mr. 
Kwigize trained the journalists about radio programming matrix and reporting. 

Ms. Zawadi Bashemela trained the journalists about the radio production and evaluation. Later, she 
trained the journalists about useful resources for journalists and how to get the best out of these 
resources. 
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Journalists from selected radio stations stated their expectations about the training. 

Mr. Baraka Masiwa (right) from Kahama FM gives his views as the training continues. This training 
will equip the journalists with necessary skills to prepare the community centered content about the 
pandemics in Tanzania with a special focus to COVID-19.
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Ms. Lucy Dashud from Mpanda FM giving her contribution during the training. This training will be 
followed up with in-house mentorship program where a mentor will visit the radio stations for more 
training and mentorship.

Elona and Ulrike from IDEM took over and trained the journalists Health lifestyle in media reporting 
as a factor to prevent pandemic and illnesses. Also, they trained the journalists on Facts and data 
check – Role of social media during pandemic. 
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Mr. Clement Paschal (standing) leading a group-work during the training. This group work aims at 
testing the understanding of the journalists about the program matrix.

Trainers visited each group and provided mentorship as the discussion continues. Here Mr. Prosper 
Kwigize (right) mentoring one of the groups during the discussion session.
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Ms. Zawadi Bashemela (standing - left) mentoring one of the groups during the discussion session.

Another group brainstorming on the assignment. They were assigned to prepare a 30 minutes 
program on pandemic awareness. When preparing, they have to take into account the program 
matrix as the have been trained.
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A cross section of the journalists following up the group presentation.

After the discussion, the journalists presented their assignment. During the presentation, they have 
to state why did they choose the topic and how are they going to reach the community with their 
program. This exercise aims at strengthening their skills about programming matrix.
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Mr. Timotheo Sengiyumva (left) and Ms. Lucy Dashud (right) presenting their group-work to the class. 
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Mr. Baraka Mkasiwa (left) from Kahama FM receiving his certificate.

A guest of Honor, Ms. Siles Mali giving her speech before awarding the trainees certificates.
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Mr. Clement Paschal (left) from Kahama FM receiving his certificate.

Mr. Halima Hassan (left) from Kahama FM receiving his certificate.
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Mr. John Benjamin (left) from Kahama FM receiving his certificate.

Ms. Lucy Dashud (left) from Mpanda FM receiving her certificate.
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Ms. Mwanaidi Suleiman (left) from Uvinza FM receiving her certificate.

Ms. Rosemary Bundala (left) from Uvinza FM receiving her certificate.
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Mr. Timotheo Sengiyumva (left) from Uvinza FM receiving his certificate.

Ms. Veronica Mabwile (left) from Mpanda FM receiving her certificate.
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